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Hp elitedesk 800 g1 sff compatible graphics cards

Hi . The config is i5 4th gen 4560 8gb ram 500gb HDD 240 watt psu.it is small form factor . Is it worth buying a used GPU under 10k ? If yes then which . Mild gaming at 1080p above 30 fps .quality low to medium for 3 years atleast . i have almost same hp 600 g1 sff with gtx 750 in it. its been working fine since last year. you have to buy a low profile
card with max 75w power consumption to fit in the cabinet. also its better to keep the side panel open when gaming or heavy gpu tasks. post power supply pics if possible. mine has 80+ platinum made by Delta so i was confident that gpu will work fine. i would not have installed the gpu if power supply was made by some other company. Last edited:
Jul 19, 2019 I have a 240watt psu. Was thinking to get one more psu. Use it only for gpu.?? I have a 240watt psu. Was thinking to get one more psu. Use it only for gpu.?? that will work but 1)any card will take 75w from onboard pcie. anything more than 75w has to come from pcie power connectors. 2)the cards that can directly fit in SFF case are only
low profile cards 3)all low profile cards consume less than or equal to 75w so extra psu is pointless unless you want to put a card like gtx 1060 or rx 470 or more powerful ones. post a picture of psu .. we can determine the quality of psu by manufacturer EDIT: this video is made for you: Last edited: Jul 22, 2019 Thanks alot man. Thinking to upgrade
or just sell this for 7k Hi Everyone I've an HP EliteDesk 800 G1 SFF with the following specs: - Intel Core i7-4790 3.6G 8M HD 4600 CPU - 16GB DDR3-1600 DIMM (4x4GB) RAM - 240 Watt PSU - Windows 10 Pro - Monitor: HP EliteDisplay E222 I need some suggestions for purchasing a Gaming graphics card Thanks for your help 0 before you can
add a video card into that system you will have to upgrade your power supply. 240w is not going to cut it even with the low powered 10xx series cards 0 I checked the HP PSU units, the maximum they can provide is 320W, will it be ok? 0 before you can add a video card into that system you will have to upgrade your power supply. 240w is not going to
cut it even with the low powered 10xx series cards I checked the HP PSU units, the maximum they can provide is 320W, will it be ok? 0 ok, I check power consumption on a 1050 ti (which you need to check clearance length and height but I think I t fits in a Small form factor PC) your PC with 1050 TI 4gb Video card Load Wattage: 281 W
Recommended PSU Wattage: 331 W so yeah but really close. 400w would be better 0 I checked the HP PSU units, the maximum they can provide is 320W, will it be ok? ok, I check power consumption on a 1050 ti (which you need to check clearance length and height but I think I t fits in a Small form factor PC) your PC with 1050 TI 4gb Video card
Load Wattage: 281 W Recommended PSU Wattage: 331 W so yeah but really close. 400w would be better Thanks Paladin, this information is helpful but any suggestions for the 3rd party 400W PSU as HP can't provide it 0 where are you located.. there are a few companies that do SFF PSU's 0 also if you can take a picture of it we could figure out is
they are using TFX or SFX format to find the right replacement 0 also if you can take a picture of it we could figure out is they are using TFX or SFX format to find the right replacement I'm located in Saudi Arabia Picture: 0 Paladin , I have a HP 702307-001 PSU for Elitedesk 800 G1 SFF and have a Gigabyte Geforce GTX 1050 Ti OC low profile 4GB
128 Bit PCI E video card . I need to upgrade my PSU to at least 300-350w DO you know of any options I may have .I also can get an adapter for the proprietary connection issue Having it to support existing signout flows Z6_M0I02JG0KGSS30ACT8MPG200G1 Some features of the tool may not be available at this time. We apologize for this
inconvenience and are addressing the issue. Minimize Chat bot window Loading Chatbot New Message CPU Core i5-4570Intel $123Bench 71%, 123,647 samples2,747x Core i5-4590Intel $188Bench 73%, 148,198 samples2,182x Core i7-4770Intel $167Bench 75%, 162,696 samples1,246x Core i7-4790Intel $220Bench 76%, 238,889 samples1,070x
Core i5-4670Intel $190Bench 75%, 49,912 samples405x GPU HD 4600 (Desktop 1.25 GHz)Intel $15Bench 3%, 253,384 samples4,581x GT 1030NvidiaBench 14%, 168,119 samples719x GTX 1650Nvidia $155Bench 43%, 208,899 samples512x GTX 1050-TiNvidia $155Bench 31%, 926,101 samples483x GeForce GT 710NvidiaBench 3%, 161,690
samples381x SSD A400 240GBKingston $32Bench 67%, 406,115 samples377x A400 120GBKingston $30Bench 58%, 155,184 samples157x 860 Evo 500GBSamsung $80Bench 105%, 684,891 samples152x 860 Evo 250GBSamsung $52Bench 101%, 282,467 samples130x A400 480GBKingston $55Bench 75%, 211,468 samples121x RAM
HMT451U6BFR8A-PB 2x4GBHynixBench 51%, 8,569 samples145x M378B5173QH0-CK0 2x4GBSamsungBench 52%, 13,099 samples134x M378B5173DB0-CK0 2x4GBSamsungBench 52%, 14,354 samples128x 8JTF51264AZ-1G6E1 2x4GBMicronBench 51%, 17,320 samples120x HMT41GU6BFR8A-PB 1x8GBHynixBench 29%, 7,484 samples85x EDIT
WITH CUSTOM PC BUILDER Value: 72% - Very good Total price: $171 How Fast Is Your PC? (Bench your build) Size up your PC in less than a minute. Welcome to our freeware PC speed test tool. UserBenchmark will test your PC and compare the results to other users with the same components. You can quickly size up your PC, identify hardware
problems and explore the best upgrades. UserBenchmark of the month Gaming Desktop ProGaming CPU GPU SSD HDD RAM USB How it works - Download and run UserBenchMark. - CPU tests include: integer, floating and string. - GPU tests include: six 3D game simulations. - Drive tests include: read, write, sustained write and mixed IO. - RAM
tests include: single/multi core bandwidth and latency. - SkillBench (space shooter) tests user input accuracy. - Reports are generated and presented on userbenchmark.com. - Identify the strongest components in your PC. - See speed test results from other users. - Compare your components to the current market leaders. - Explore your best upgrade
options with a virtual PC build. - Compare your in-game FPS to other users with your hardware. ADVERTISEMENT Group Test Results Best user rated - User sentiment trumps benchmarks for this comparison. Best value for money - Value for money is based on real world performance. Fastest real world speed - Real World Speed measures
performance for typical consumers. Categories GPU Comparison I have i5 4590 3.3GHZ, I do not have HDD, only SSD Samusng evo 860. I have no doubt that GT1030 would work, but AMD RADEON RX550 which has better benchmark than GT1030 (or some other GPU) with 50W would be an overkill for my 240W PSU, right? What do you mean by
'this ignores the lies psu manufacturers tell' specifically? Your 240watt has the same 12v power capacity as the 320watt model (16amp/192watts), this is why I say the numbers are misleading. Power supplies lose some capacity as they age (capacitors age, fans wear, things get coated in dust), so realistically at this point yours is probably closer to
let's say 175 watts. You also never want to run them at peak for long periods, never more than about 80%. So for the sake of round numbers let's call it 150 watts, even if it's probably closer to 140 for continuous load. Again, not everything runs at 100% all the time so you can have a higher total system and be okay, but you need to keep it within
reason. With a better idea of your system lets run the numbers again: Rough estimates: I5-4590 - 89 watts (TDP, actually power draw is higher) motherboard 10 watts ram 5 watts fans 8 watts Total 12v power usage = 112watts approximately, but keep in mind this is probably low. 150watt psu - 112 watts of power draw= 38 watts headroom Could a
50 watt card work? Probably, but that little PSU is going to have to work for it. You could have stability issues (due to low power and ripple) but at some point I wouldn't be surprised if the psu or system die as a result. Regarding PSU manufacturer lies. Power supplies are tested in a controlled environment, one may use a 50c temp another may use
30c. If a PSU is rated at 300 watts on the 12v line but only at 30C what is it actually going to handle in a warm computer. I once measured my Silverstone 450 at 54c before I replaced it. If it was rated at 30c it's a max number you will never see in the real world. Cheap Chinese power supplies are not only rated this way, but also by what I call Chinese
Math, guesstimate the number based on the components and then round up. Not all do this, however they can play other games, such as the case with the 320 vs 240 watt power supplies, both carry 16 amps on the 12volt line. Not much help there is it? I've seen power supplies where the 3volt line, which is hardly used, was half of the total power
supply wattage. 12v line rating is what matters and I've seen many people buy a bigger one expecting more power only to find it actually had a lower 12v rating than the one they replaced. This was easy to do when companies decided it was a good idea to split the 12v rails, now instead of one rail with 54 amps you had three rails with 18 each, that
doesn't work when your GPU needed 20. Go look at some power supply torture tests by the likes of Johnny Guru and others, they push them to the limit and see if they stand up to the manufacturer claims and you would be surprised at just how many, even large names, can't actually do what the box says (sometimes nowhere near). This forum talks
about power a lot because of the limited options but in performance forums power supplies are fretted over just as much if not more because many have seen the ill effects. Have you ever seen what happens when a power supply fails or can't produce enough power? A good one will simply not provide enough power or ripple, usually causing a crash,
systems can handle this on occasion, but constant low power will destroy parts just as easily as a power spike. I've also seen them send the wrong voltage when they fail, such as the one I had that would send 12v spikes down the 5 volt rail every 45 seconds or so. Am I overly cautious? Maybe, but is destroying your entire system worth the risk?
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